
Sunday 19th April 2015 

Waltham Sunday League Division One DOUBLE-HEADER ('Second' Match) at Wormley Playing Fields (Pitch 9) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.38.a.m. (30 Minutes each way) (Lexton, Leon & Chris all late) 

Result: SOUTHBURY .......................1 EDMONTON ROVERS.................. 1 Half-Time: 1-1 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-3-3) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Alan BARNARD    

2 RB Gavin MARDELL   

14 CH Lexton HARRISON    

17 CH Terry MOORE (Captain)   

12 LB Rob SIMMONS   

7 RCM Tem ADIL   

6 CM Holding Chris LUE    

8 LCM Leon McKENZIE-McKAY   

18 RW Martin CRUICKSHANK   

15 CF Jack BANGS   

11 LW Daniel DALEY  18 Mins. 

SUBSTITUTES 

     

     

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us: 
 

CARETAKER PLAYER-MANAGER: Terry Moore CLUB LINESMAN: None Used 

ATTENDANCE: 8 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes (Filming) 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): 9 OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): 9 

REFEREE: John Stockman REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): CONFIDENTIAL 

BOOKINGS: None SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Mainly Cloudy. No Wind. STATE OF PITCH: Rock hard, dry & bobbly. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (15 Players !!!) Simon Jackson (Manager/GK) (Family Commitments), Grant Baker (GK) (Working), Danny 

Hagan (Away), George Stahlmann (Moving to Torquay), Daniel Cascoe (Broken Ankle), Tyronne Petrie (Injured), Scott Jenkins 

(Disappeared), Tony Eccles (Working), Krishan Singh (Away), Danny Green (Away), Ryan Foreman (Disappeared), Lee King (Other 

Commitments), John Scouller (In Derby) 

 Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: Ivan Bass (Working), Vernon 'Kizza' Nxumalo ('Travel Difficulties') 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-2-3-1):  1. Ryan Moutousamy (GK); 7. Cameron Williams (RB), 5 Jacob Brown (CH), 6. Tyrone 

Moutousamy (CM…Captain), 14. Ben Amatruda (LB); 4. Micky Pearce (CM), 12. Pedro Knight (CM); 11. Dave Flanagan (RM), 17. 

Chris Flanagan (IF), 9. Kieran Flanagan (LM); 10. Oliver Campbell (CF)  

 Subs.:  16. Trevor Bongomin (On for D.Flanagan...50 Mins.), Dan Humphrys (Not Used), David Newton (Not Used),  

Paul Collingbourne (Not Used) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORER:  Williams (22 Mins.) 
 

 

MATCH REPORT 

After turning up with only 9 men and getting thrashed 7-1 by Pymmes Brook the week before, not surprisingly we fielded just a bare eleven 

(as normal for a Double-Header) against Division One leaders Southbury with 15 players making themselves unavailable and with Manager 

Simon Jackson still unable to take charge for the second week in a row due to family commitments. Caretaker-Manager Terry Moore had an 

easy job having to pick the starting eleven of course, but he was thankful for Rob Simmons agreeing to make his long-awaited debut at left-

back in the first match despite suffering from a groin injury, while several other players could have easily dropped out because of other 

injuries or family commitments but took heed of my pre-match warning that the club might have to fold up if they did. With Lexton 

Harrison, Chris Lue and Leon McKenzie-McKay all turning up late for some reason, we were unable to have a proper warm-up and 

understandably we came under the cosh early on, but Southbury squandered a number of good chances before Daniel Daley punished them in 

the 18th minute by giving us a shock lead with a good finish in off the post after a mistake by defender Jacob Brown had let him in on goal. 

However that didn't last for long as Southbury defender Cameron Williams equalised just four minutes later with a tap-in on the goal-line 

after a scramble from a corner and there looked to be only one winner after that as Southbury, who were only missing one regular player, 

were creating twice as many chances as us because of their superior teamwork. Our biggest slice of luck was undoubtedly in the first minute 

of Injury Time at the end of the First Half though when following another scramble from a corner, stand-in keeper Alan Barnard clawed the 

ball back from two feet over the goal-line but with us not being able to provide a club linesman because I was filming the match instead and 

nobody else had turned up, Referee Stockman was unable to award the goal from his position on the edge of the area. Thankfully we were 

able to sort ourselves out a bit better at Half-Time and with us being more organised in the Second Half, Southbury's chances decreased, 

although we never looked like winning the game ourselves of course and we only managed one decent shot at goal (from Leon McKenzie-

McKay) in the last 30 minutes. A point from this first match was certainly a big bonus considering the disarray we were in at the start of the 

match, but we knew it would take a miracle to get anything out of the second match with Southbury having four fresh players to use and 

ourselves having none. 

                                                                                                                                                                                   LAURENCE HUGHES 


